












Side A

Space-modulation  01:00
Bart Vegter. © 1994 Bart Vegter.
http://www.longcanalfi lm.nl 
The image, consisting of points, changes gradually from 
fl at to spatial; the goal is to arrive at an image which is 
neither fl at nor spatial.

200 Nanowebbers  02:49
Semiconductor [Image]. Double Adaptor [Sound].
© 2005 Semiconductor and Osaka.
http://www.semiconductorfi lms.org
http://www.osaka.ie
Semiconductor’s sound fi lms reveal our physical world in 
fl ux, systems in chaos and shifting landscapes. Sound is 
central to the work of Ruth Jarman and Joseph Gerhardt, it 
becomes synonymous with the image, as it creates, con-
trols and deciphers; exploring resonance through the nat-
ural order of things. For 200 Nanowebbers, Semiconduc-
tor created a molecular web that is generated by Double 
Adaptor’s music. Via custom-made scripts, the melodies 
and rhythms spawn a nano scale environment that shifts 
and contorts to the resonance. As the layers of sound build 
and self-destruct, the web constructs more complex ele-
ments that warp with the music’s pace and energy.

The Peace of Video 10:00
Stefan Mylleager / Effekt [Video]. Pellarin [Music].
© 2004 Effekt / Pellarin. Used with permission.
http://www.effekts.dk
http://www.statler-waldorf.dk
The Peace of Video is a 10 minutes piece created for the 
Pellarin track The Peace of Fishing. The music is com-
posed using an iterative feedback chain, the video uses 
similar techniques. Shapes are generated with 3D-soft-
ware using generative feedback scripts and analog re-
sampling fi ts the dusty quality of the music.

ROTOR composed output #3  07:47
Brecht Debackere [Visuals]. Boris Debackere [Audio].
© 2005 Boris & Brecht Debackere.
http://www.rotorscoop.net
Rotor is a live-cinema performance researching the char-Rotor is a live-cinema performance researching the char-Rotor
acteristics of virtual audio-visual space. It aims at ab-
stracting established movie conventions and applying 
them to generative sound and imagery. The movie on the 
DVD is a composed output of the system.

Crosslinx  08:50Crosslinx  08:50Crosslinx
Telcosystems / Jason Haas. © 2005 Telcosystems / The 
Republic of Desire. Published by Strictly Confi dential.
http://www.telcosystems.net
http://www.therepublicofdesire.com
Over the last years Telcosystems has presented a series of 
performances and installations that showed the result of 
their ongoing research into a distinctive, own narrative 
that emerges from the relation between behaviour of 
programmed numerical logic and the perception of a 
conversion of this behaviour into the physical world of 
spatial and abstract image and sound. In this work Telco-
systems use the Crosslynx soundtrack to activate the la-
test version of their custom made real-time audiovisual 
environment. Based on a continuous analysis of the audi-
tive domain, the software engine constructs and decon-
structs the visual domain.

CEC 1311 L 06:46
Martijn van Boven. © 2005 Martijn van Boven.
http://www.474746.org
CEC 1311 L is an abstract environment in which computer CEC 1311 L is an abstract environment in which computer CEC 1311 L
generated light moves through space and time. Accom-
plished with a noise soundtrack, CEC 1311 L creates a mys-CEC 1311 L creates a mys-CEC 1311 L
tic world of artifi cial light and space. This is the second 
part of the sequence CEC. Martijn van Boven creates ab-
stract digital images, mainly presented in black and 
white. The graphics refl ect the inner structure of the com-
puter and are totally self-generated, with no reference to 
pictorial images outside the computer environment. Dig-
ital landscape, dots and dashes are the main features of 
his work.

lha rgyal lo 07:56 
jasch. © 2005 jasch. 
http://www.jasch.ch 
lha rgyal lo is a piece about perception. What is there and 
what isn’t. Does perception lead to a place one recogniz-
es? The materials for the piece were improvised using 
custom software. Various processes and algorithms were 
used to create a fl ow and layered sounds and images. The 
main interest was in the exploratory and intuitive com-
positional process and attitude used for both sound and 
image. ‘Lha rgyal lo’ is Tibetan and is thought to mean ‘Lha rgyal lo’ is Tibetan and is thought to mean ‘Lha rgyal lo’
‘success to the divine’.

int.16/54//son01/30x1 05:43
lia [Video]. @c (Pedro Tudela & Miguel Carvalhais) 
[Audio]. © 2005 Lia, Miguel Carvalhais, Pedro Tudela.
http://www.re-move.org
http://www.at-c.org
http://www.cronicaelectronica.org
int.16/54//son01/30x1 was created from elements of the 
installation 30x1 premiered by Lia, Miguel Carvalhais and 
Pedro Tudela in September 2005 at Solar, Cinematic Arts 
Gallery. The 30x1 project aimed at the creation of a versa-
tile system of audio-visual articulation that can be refi tted 
to a variety of spaces or formats. This video is the fi rst lin-
ear recorded audiovisual piece to be created from 30x1.
The 30x1 project was supported by the Portuguese Arts 
Institute and the Ministry of Culture from the Portuguese 
Government.

Process 4 - Process 9
(Inverted) Documentation 06:30
C.E.B. Reas. © 2005 C.E.B. Reas.
http://reas.com
This work is a video documentation of live software de-
rived from short text instructions explaining processes 
which defi ne networks. Organic form emerges from pre-
cise mechanical structures. Strict minimal rules are tem-
pered with intuition to form dense kinetic surfaces.

Errange.03 04:01
Meta. © 2005 meta.
http://meta.am/
rrangea eedbacg kenerat enerativa angulam ovemens 
piked ulsepd \\ angreeda eedafa genera rativegen larang 
vemento ikes sule \\ rrean faeedack etare evitae raluan 
mentovem sike ulse \\ erran feadac etaragen evitgen an-
gula menovement sike ulsed \\ erranged faedeca etara-
gen evitage angula menovement psike ulsed \\

FELD (excerpt) 05:21
Granular-Synthesis (Kurt Hentschlager & Ulf Langhein-
rich). © 2000 Granular-Synthesis (Kurt Hentschlager & 
Ulf Langheinrich).
http://www.granularsynthesis.info
http://www.epidemic.net
FELD is an ever-modulating line of prismatic light hori-FELD is an ever-modulating line of prismatic light hori-FELD
zontally along the screen. Most of the time it seems not 
unreasonable to read this image as a bare landscape hori-
zon.

looping II (excerpt) 04:17
Frank Bretschneider. © 2004 music & video by Frank 
Bretschneider. Parts of the music have been previously 
released on cd. LOOPING I — VI (AND OTHER 
ASSORTED LOVE SONGS). 12k1028.
http://www.12k.com. Published by freibank, 2004
http://www.frankbretschneider.de
The clip is an excerpt from a 45 minute movie I show 
when I perform live. Actually it isn’t a fi lm or music vid-
eo, but a visual realization of the frequency- and ampli-
tude behavior of the music. A kind of a translation from 
audio to video. As the music is more sparse built with 
slowly evolving loops and subtle changes over time, so 
the video is quite minimal. I built the visuals just from 
horizontal and vertical lines, which – driven by and syn-
chronized to the music – produce graphic patterns, look-
ing like moving testcards.

E-volved Cultures (excerpt) 06:02 
Driessens & Verstappen. © 2005 Driessens & Verstappen.
http://www.xs4all.nl/~notnot
E-volved Cultures shows the results of the image-breed-
ing software E-volver that Driessens & Verstappen de-
veloped. This project entails the unusual cooperation be-
tween a breeding machine and a human ‘gardener’. The 
combination of human and machine characteristics leads 
to results that neither of both could have arrived at. The 
machines does not know about aesthetic qualities, the hu-
man can hardly understand the internal process. The 
DVD shows a fragment from a continuous development 
of one of many E-volved Cultures.
E-volver is made possible by LUMC, Leiden and SKOR, E-volver is made possible by LUMC, Leiden and SKOR, E-volver
Amsterdam. Driessens & Verstappen are represented by 
VOUS ETES ICI, Amsterdam.

Berlin 04:11
Karl Kliem / Dienststelle [Video]. Alva Noto + Ryuichi 
Sakamoto [Audio]. © 2005 Raster Noton, Dienststelle
http://www.dienststelle.de
http://www.raster-noton.de
piano > direction. volume > size. bass > color. treble > 
fi ssures.

Reverberating Furnace 03:49
Chris Musgrave. © 2004 Chris Musgrave.
http://chris.musgrave.org/projects/oscilloclast
Image and sound are derived from the same energy 
source. Voltage is converted to signals of harmonic oscil-
lation and noise, which also drive the video emissions of 
hue, tone and rhythm. Synaesthetic signals produce driv-
ing energy using perceptual phenomenon of the motion 
after effect, chromatic afterimage and heterodyning. A 
neural transmitter of sound and light. 

Zwerk (excerpt) 04:21 
Bart Vegter. © 2004 Bart Vegter en Filmstad Producties.
http://www.longcanalfi lm.nl
Zwerk is an abstract fi lm that depicts an illusionary world. 
The fi lm is made with the purpose to create an opportu-
nity to view something as it is. What remains is a visual 
experience. When making the fi lm I let myself inspire by 
the words ‘at the edge of emptiness’ and by my interest in 
the area between chaos and order.

Feedback / Flight Risk 04:33
Robert Hodgin (fl ight404) [Visuals]. Bit Shifter [Audio].   
2005 Robert Hodgin / Bit Shifter.
http://www.fl ight404.com
http://www.bitshifter.cc
Feedback is the result of experimentation with beat detec-
tion, dynamic threshold levels, and 3D video feedback 
loops. The audio track was created by Bit Shifter, a musi-
cian who creates music with Nintendo Gameboys. Every-
thing else was created with Processing (http://www.pro-
cessing.org). A feedback loop is created by mapping the 
contents of the screen onto a three dimensional space. 
The beat triggers control the position and rotation of the 
camera as well as the fi eld of view and style of feedback.

Do we really need metadata? 01:57
Tom Schouten. © 2005 Tom Schouten.
http://mala.wha.la
Do we really need metadata? is about re-interpretation Do we really need metadata? is about re-interpretation Do we really need metadata?
and re-generation of raw data. This excerpt is the output 
of a live data processing experiment where the perform-
er tries to infl uence the behaviour of an iterated system, 
using camera input and a small number of control pa-

rameters. The data is interpreted as sound and image at 
the same time, yielding a characteristic sonifi cation and 
colourful display of moving fractals.

Side B

Ursonography (Schwitters Ursonate Adaptation 
2005) (excerpts) 06:15 
Jaap Blonk [Voice]. Golan Levin [Live typography]. Kurt 
Schwitters [Text]. © Performance: 2005 Jaap Blonk & 
Golan Levin. Based on original text by Kurt Schwitters. 
© Text: Kurt und Ernst Schwitters Stiftung, Cologne. 
Used with permission.
http://www.fl ong.com
In this new audiovisual treatment of Kurt Schwitter’s Ur-
sonate, Jaap Blonk’s performance is augmented with a 
modest but elegant form of expressive, real-time, intelli-
gent subtitles. Using computer-based speech recognition 
and score-following technologies, projected subtitles are 
tightly locked to the timing and timbre of Blonk’s voice, 
and brought forth with a variety of dynamic typographic 
transformations that reveal new dimensions and hidden 
resonances within the poem’s structure.

ZNC browser 2.0 03:23
Peter Luining. © 2003 Peter Luining.
http://znc.ctrlaltdel.org 
ZNC is a browser that translates html code into ascii num-ZNC is a browser that translates html code into ascii num-ZNC
bers which in turn are translated into sound and colors. 
The fi rst version (1.01) of this browser was made with the 
intention to show the arbitrariness of code and make the 
process of how software works (in this case the browser) 
totally transparent. The 2.0 version is a total rebuild of 
the fi rst version, it has a different sound engine, can open 
multiple modules, switch from tone to samples and back, 
has pan and volume control for every individual module 
and lets modules resize in color mode. The browser can 
be used as a html based audio visual instrument that al-
lows different URL’s to be mixed.

OSX Tiger (%Desktop Live) 04:32
JODI. © 2005 JODI.
http://jodi.org
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AH3 06:56
Martijn Tellinga & Jan Robert Leegte. © 2005 Martijn 
Tellinga & Jan Robert Leegte.
http://www.martijntellinga.nl
http://works.leegte.org
AH3 is a video-edit of the collaborative project Three 
Spaces made by artist Jan Robert Leegte and composer 
Martijn Tellinga. In this video both sound and image are 
the components of a generative environment, the sound-
structures are based on Morse-encoding. The image is 
built up out of three-dimensional square ‘diaphragms’ 
functioning as virtually sculpted bricks. As Three Spaces, 
the two works constantly exchange associations, infl u-
encing and tweaking the spatial experience. 

FDBCK/AV-Silver 03:30
Bas van Koolwijk. © 2005 Bas van Koolwijk.
http://www.umatic.nl/info_bas.html
The video of Van Koolwijk can be seen as an aggressive 
attack on the illusion of video itself. Through a rigorous 
and formalistic approach, he exposes the face of the ma-
chine which lives behind the often-placating veil of the 
televised image. FDBCK/AV - Silver is an abstract video FDBCK/AV - Silver is an abstract video FDBCK/AV - Silver
produced with applications that were developed for the 
live performance FDBCK/AV. In this work Van Koolwijk FDBCK/AV. In this work Van Koolwijk FDBCK/AV
generates a feedback control circuit between the audio 
and the video signals, making audio and video become 
two facets of a self-sustaining data stream. Best viewed 
on a CRT television.

Rex 03:22
Karl Klomp / Pinnacle MovieBox #9 & Sony XV-A33F 
[Visuals]. Toktek (Tom Verbruggen) / Pinnacle Movie-
Box #9 [Audio]. © 2005 Karl Klomp / Toktek.
http://www.karlklomp.nl
http://www.sonidogris.com
Rex is a hyper-kinetic audiovisual composition with the 
tools as co-authors. MovieBox #9 (Pinnacle’s a/d video 
converter) is one of the most respected a/d-converters, 
a must-have in the video editing world. Out of phase sig-

nals and vertical and horizontal sync provide a glitch-im-
age on the MovieBox #9. The carefully scrambled signals 
are made on a circuit-bend video-mixer, the Sony XV-
A33F. Thanks to Karl Klomp for editing and trying to 
controlling the glitch. Special thanks to the original au-
dio-track Rex by Toktek.

B_left_T00_sonicDC 07:42
reMI (Renate Oblak, Michael Pinter). © 2005 reMI.
http://remi.mur.at
Time-slips and/or space-slips implicate alterations – men-
tal changes, whereby destructive elements are explicitly 
desired to maintain the active interchange of information 
and data streams. It seems that each element enters into 
each other element of the system in a kind of synthesis, 
which induces a symbiotic fractal state – you can fi nd bi-
furcational streams and all that stuff which makes up a 
synchronous, chaotic and bifunctional system.
Images used: The Bloody Hand acted by Karin Koschell; 
Palimpsest by Michael Pinter, Palimpsest by Michael Pinter, Palimpsest Shop-windows in Portugal
by A. Kirchmaier and Michael Pinter.

BYE BYE ONE 04:56
NotTheSameColor (dieb13 / billy roisz). © 2005. 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.5
http://ntsc.klingt.org
BYE BYE ONE explores and shows the full bandwidth of BYE BYE ONE explores and shows the full bandwidth of BYE BYE ONE
NotTheSameColor’s aesthetic possibilities. From vaguely 
connected audio- and video events, occasionally touching 
each other, to strong interaction between and fusion of 
the two worlds. From sparse events, hardly visible or au-
dible, to highly condensed clusters of colors and frequen-
cies. Since NotTheSameColor’s setup is a complex accu-
mulation of digital and analog devices, the result is a 
unique and unreproducible snapshot of technical and 
artistic constitutions.

Chopping Heads 03:51 
Scott Pagano & Keepadding [Video]. Funkstörung 
[Audio]. © 2004 Scott Pagano & Keepadding. 
http://www.neither-fi eld.com 
http://www.keepadding.com
http://www.funkstorung.com
A thick spatial melange of highly detailed, superbly syn-
chronized imagery showcases Funkstörungs track Chop-
ping Heads. Keepadding supplied processed + remixed 
still images to Scott Pagano who handled the animation 
using a myriad of stock and custom visual tools to synthe-
size the movement. Experimenting with a wide gamut of 
visual freak-outs, from broken video cameras to custom-
designed generative 3D tools, Pagano and Keepadding 
broke open the systems at their disposal to create a red 
veined stew of underage knife play that crosses into and 
breaks apart the realms of tech-savvy digital art and raw 
gritty graffi ti-inspired visual insanity.

44\13 04:11
Mateusz Herczka. © 2004 Mateusz Herczka.
http://www.westerplatte.net
44\13 is a 12 meters wide video projection based on a sin-
gle video take which I made during a train trip between 
Lelystad and Almere, documenting a trajectory through 
the artifi cial Dutch landscape. Because the topography is 
completely fl at, the train acts as the operative mechanism 
of a slit-scan camera. The installation reveals informa-
tion about the acceleration and angle of the traveller, and 
a strange inverted parallax where objects near the cam-
era stand still while faraway objects move, the farther 
away the faster. 44\13 is a combination of high speed and 
extreme slowness, somewhere between monumental 
land  scape painting and visualization science.

The eye of the Beholder 07:14
Geert Mul. Michel Banabila [Sound]. © 2005 Geert Mul.
http://www.geertmul.nl
IMAGE: In an artist’s studio in Rotterdam, a computer is 
running day and night. It’s connected to a satellite-dish 
and it collects international television imagery.
COMPARISON: During the night, image-recognition 
software looks at the recorded images. The software com-
pares every image with every other single image. After a 
1.000.000.000 comparisons, images that share visual 
characteristics appear on top of a list. This movie con-
tains a selection from that list.

Darkness (Not Darkness) 04:00
Kurt Ralske. © 2005 Kurt Ralske.
http://retnull.com
Darkness (Not Darkness) is created from images of Iraq in 
1992 (in the aftermath of the First Gulf War). The images 
are time-manipulated with the artist’s custom software. 
Desert, sky, water, fi re and oil fl ow and blend organically, 
mixing like liquids. Events that actually happened se-
quentially appear to occur simultaneously. The drift of 
images suggests omniscient views of a post-apocalyptic 
landscape. This four-minute piece is an excerpt of a 
larger 40-minute work.

frozen music 04:22
farmersmanual. © 2005 farmersmanual.
http://web.fm
Our third presentation of BuckyMedia involved the public 
on as many levels as possible. The geodesic sphere was 
equipped with wireless sound system and digital sensors. 
It was at the same time musical instrument and concert 
hall. The stunning changes of daylight in the gallery 
space provided an atmosphere of high-altitude and lucid 
dreaming, while the sonifi ed gravitational data of the 
structure added a narrow band of digital squeals and 
screams to the deep vibrations of the shrink-wrap win-
dow drums. The sphere worked like a liquid crystal, 
reconfi guring the fl ow of energy in its environment.

Spindle 06:28
George Issakidis. © 2005 The Republic of Desire 
Recordings. Published by The Republic of Desire Music.
http://www.therepublicofdesire.com
Since leaving The Micronauts, George Issakidis has spent 

the last four years quietly coding his own custom software 
for audio/visual live performances and exhibitions, re-
leasing a few solo singles including a collaboration project 
with Speedy J and doing remixes for The Soft Pink Truth, 
Colder and Caged Baby. George is in the studio turning 
knobs on his Electric Music Box and preparing an album 
for 2006 on The Republic of Desire Recordings.

fortythousand3hundred20 memories (excerpt) 
06:20
AGF + SUE.C (Antye Greie & Sue Costabile). © 2005 
Asphodel Ltd. (ASP3004).
http://www.minimoviemovement.com
Mini Movies. The liberation of the still image. A break 
away of recorded music. A collection of mini-lives in an 
urban and political context. Crafted from thousands of 
photographs manipulated into and out of pixels. Hand-
drawn, self-tattered, layered in light, space and time. A 
patchwork mystery of everyday life in the shadows of 
capitalism, communalism and the freedom of observation. 
Executed with a tailor-made computer animation system.
fortythousand3hundred20 memories is an excerpt from 
the Mini Movies CD/DVD released on Asphodel Ltd.

Silent Room (distilled) 09:30
Skoltz_Kolgen / © 2003-2005 Skoltz_Kolgen.
http://www.skoltzkolgen.com
This is a remix version of our 90 minutes experimental 
movie Silent Room. In this fi lm-poem, the room is felt 
from the inside. An interior steeped in discontinuity, 
where unusual and poetic communications unfold word-
lessly, through a contamination of the senses. A cross-
sected view of 16 people, 16 rooms, 16 private lives, Silent 
Room is an x-ray vision of 16 interiors. Rather than a sto-
ry line, there is a set of tableaux vivants, each crafted 
around a fi xed idea, an impulse, a void, a hunger for an 
ideal. Silent Room is a cinema of light and shadow, a 
chamber cinema, wherein the most silent and least visible 
elements violently descend to murmur its presence. 

Tunnel Vision 08:14
Daniel Perlin & Dj /rupture. © 2005 Daniel Perlin / 
Dj /rupture.
http://www.danielperlin.net
http://negrophonic.com
SOURCE: watching and fi lming the subway (illegally) on 
a weekend where NYC had declared a heightened level of 
emergency because of what was later referred to as ‘false 
information from Iraq’.
17:13:17: also a kind of frail tense beauty, a smeared lyric to 
a city that is trying to be OK, but failing for various rea-
sons.
17:54:08: all I had to do was assume fear=guilt, and we had 
a viral infection recorded, evidence of crimes not yet 
committed.
DEPLOYED: An audio signal based matrix applied to cell 
phone surveillance video. Silence=black, maximum vol-
ume shines white.
RESULTS: Gaps, fi ssures, blowouts, breaks in video.

UKIYO-E 03:02
SOLU [Video]. Richard Devine [Sound]. © 2004 SOLU.
http://www.solu.org
http://www.richard-devine.com
UKIYO-E is a live recording of one of SOLU’s video-pro-UKIYO-E is a live recording of one of SOLU’s video-pro-UKIYO-E
c  essing sessions made with Max/MSP/NATO.The sound 
track is Cprec from Richard Devine. Cprec from Richard Devine. Cprec UKIYO-E is a Japa-UKIYO-E is a Japa-UKIYO-E
nese term that translates as ‘prints from the fl oating 
worlds’, which in ancient times referred to worlds out-
side reality, as for example the world of geishas. The im-
ages were shot in New York just before the war in Iraq 
started; there are also landscapes from Japan, Sarajevo 
and Barcelona, all covered with post-nuclear noise. The 
atmosphere in UKIYO-E is somehow violent and danger-UKIYO-E is somehow violent and danger-UKIYO-E
ous, a warning sent by an alien force who perceives 
things yet unseen. In the end of the video a geisha, an an-
cient wise woman who sees it all and knows it all, keeps 
turning around, while being covered with white dust, like 
a ghost from Hiroshima after the atom bomb... what goes 
around comes around...

LA ILAHA ILLALAH 06:27
Der Kopf. © 2005 Buma Stemra. derkopf@xs4all.nl
Der Kopf is a collaboration project and work in progress of 
R. Pravda and N. Pravda. Under this name they make one-
line animations that they mostly present as installations. 
The latest work, the one-line animation LA ILAHA ILLALAH
is inspired by Sufi  chanting towards spiritual trance.

This DVD is part of the eleventh edition of the Sonic Acts 
festival and brings together a wide variety of contempo-
rary artists working in the fi eld of computer art. 
Promotional item only. Not for sale. 
This DVD is given away to all subscribers to The Wire 
with issue 264 February 2006. 

Curated, compiled and produced by Gideon Kiers and 
Lucas van der Velden for Sonic Acts 2006. 
Graphic design by Coup, Amsterdam. http://www.coup.nl

Financially made possible by Stichting Sonic Acts, Fonds 
voor Podiumprogrammering en Marketing and ThuisKo-
pie Fonds.
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